
SPECIAL OPERATIONS VEHICLE (SOV)

+ Modular design for the 
   ultimate in full-custom
   flexibility

+ Multiple connectivity 
   solutions, including on-
   the-move satellite

+ Interoperable voice, video, 
   and data systems

+ Field-tested Hazmat
   Response and UAS
   Integration packages

THE MULTI-SERVICE PLATFORM FOR 
DYNAMIC MISSIONS
A place for everything and everything in its place. The Nomad Special Operations 
Vehicle (SOV) is a Swiss Army Knife for your most demanding deployments. With 
near-limitless configurations, the SOV morphs effortlessly to the shape of your 
mission. Fire and hazmat response, utility inspection and service, mobile command, 
drone operations, and more. Urban, rural, or off-grid... The completely customizable 
SOV is on-call and ready to serve. Choose your ideal mix of storage, workspace, 
and communications options, and trust that Nomad’s unflinching build quality and 
steadfast 24x7 service will never let you down in the field.

Let’s build something great together.

WHEN EVERY MINUTE MATTERS
NOMADGCS.COM + 888.755.1721



SPECIAL OPERATIONS VEHICLE (SOV)

UAS COMMAND // DATA NOW
Tap the aerial perspective for unmatched, edge-computed 
insights. Achieve situational awareness that saves time, 
property, and lives. In utility, mining, agriculture, and other 
industries, gain efficiency and safety improvements that make 
ROI a no-brainer. Launch, pilot, and process, all from the SOV.

+  Get drones to the work area with a purpose-built vehicle
+  Protect valuable assets with dedicated, heavy-duty storage
+  Process data in real time, minimizing latency and errors
+  Protect airspace with UAS countermeasures

HAZMAT RESPONSE // SPEED + SAFETY

The Nomad SOV gets to the action faster and keeps mission-
critical tools within arm’s reach. Save time and energy by 
analyzing materials on-scene. Transport with complete 
security. Connect to home agency networks for real-time data 
processing, even on the move. This is response reimagined.

+  Rock-solid materials analysis and transport
+  Heavy-duty construction for extreme service environments
+  Off-pavement capabilities for challenging deployments
+  Available integrated sensor kit for radiological work

OTHER APPLICATIONS // YOU DREAM IT

When every minute matters, you can’t second-guess the grit 
of your mobile operations assets. For defense, public safety, 
utility, business, and more, the Nomad SOV is a workhorse... 
The world’s best-built, best-connected tactical support 
platform. What can you use it for? The only limit is imagination.

Let’s build something great together.

WHEN EVERY MINUTE MATTERS
NOMADGCS.COM + 888.755.1721


